Quiet in gulf shattered by heavy gunfire attack

Associated Press

MANAMA, Bahrain—American helicopters on a reconnaissance flight escaped Sunday after drawing heavy machine gun fire from an oil platform and several boats in the central Persian Gulf, U.S. officials said.

Iran was believed to be behind the attack. No casualties were reported.

The attack came about 20 hours after a U.S. warship, on patrol farther north, fired at what were believed to be Iranian speedboats moving toward one of the Navy's offshore supply barges.

The two encounters shattered one of the longest periods of quiet in the gulf since the gulf's so-called "tanker war" began four years ago. There have been no reported attacks on shipping by either Iraq or Iran since Feb. 12.

But the two warring nations continued Sunday to trade savage missile attacks on each other's cities. The Iraqi News Agency said Iraq fired five long-range rockets into Tehran and jet fighters bombed 10 Iranian cities in retaliation for Iran's "criminal attacks on Iraqi civilian areas."

Iran said it launched two missiles into Bagdad and four into other Iraqi cities, including Basra in the south, while Iranian warplanes bombed four cities or towns.

Both sides reported civilians killed or wounded in the missile and bombing attacks, but gave no figures.

The Navy did not say who fired on the U.S. helicopters on Sunday, but there appeared no doubt that it was Iran, which controls many of the oil platforms in the central gulf and uses some as supply and staging bases for the armed boats that patrol the waters and attack neutral shipping.

U.S. officials declined to identify the oil platform involved other than to say it was "in the central gulf."

Racism rising on campuses

By JIM RILEY

News Editor

Notre Dame Security has announced procedures for the Reagan visit, and the post office has placed Rockne stamps and commemorative envelopes on sale.

Security has asked students to arrive at the Joyce ACC by 11:30 a.m. for the 12:15 ceremony Friday night. King Bill Sammon of Alumni Hall and Queen Meg Davin of Howard Hall proudly display their royal garb. The competition at Theodore's on Thursday included root beer juggling and Irish juggling.

Hail to the king and queen

Brian Stark, the Leprechaun, announces the victors of the Irish King and Queen contest at an award ceremony Friday night. King Bill Sammon of Alumni Hall and Queen Meg Davin of Howard Hall

Neighbors to watch homes over break

By MARK MCLAUGHLIN

Staff Reporter

Groups in the Northeast Neighborhood are taking steps to help Notre Dame students keep their property safe over the upcoming break.

A five-point program is being mailed out to all off-campus students that can be located, according to Sean Coleman, councilman-at-large.

"This was started by the local neighborhood people," said Jake Webber, chairman of the Northeast Neighborhood Advisory Commission and a local resident. "We want to show our concern... Every one benefits from this program, and it doesn't cost a dime," Webster said.

"From the student standpoint, we're concerned with the negative image (of the neighborhood)," said Coleman.

"This plan is a tool to get everyone out to meet the students, and to make them feel welcome," he said.

The five point plan includes:

- Registering with the House Watch program of the South Bend Police Department.
- Storing items in local warehouses is also an option.
- Installing security devices such as deadbolt locks, light timers and alarm systems.

These items are inexpensive and easy to install.

- Checking windows to make sure they are closed and latched.
- Asking a neighbor or landlord to keep an eye on the house over break. Have the mail picked up daily and a porch and house light switched on at night.

Brendan Judge, student judicial councilman-at-large, stressed storing valuable property elsewhere. "Off-campus students are encouraged to take the time to think," he said. "Students should bring their valuables to campus if they can, or store them at a neighbor's house."

see SAFE, page 4

Security procedures set for Reagan's ND visit

By JIM RILEY

News Editor

Notre Dame Security has announced procedures for the Reagan visit, and the post office has placed Rockne stamps and commemorative envelopes on sale.

Security has asked students to arrive at the Joyce ACC by 11:30 a.m. for the 12:15 ceremony, said Paul Sniadecki, manager of retail sales and services of the South Bend post office.

Students can purchase stamps at the Notre Dame post office from 7:30 a.m. to noon and 1:30 to 5 p.m. Wednesday. Stamps will also be available at gates 3 and 10 of the JACC from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

The general public can purchase stamps at booths set up by the postal service outside the JACC.

see STAMP, page 4

Cher 'Moonstruck'

AMHERST, Mass. - Twenty years after rare riots tore up cities and an assassin killed civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr., a rise in campus racial incidents is shaking some of the nation's ivory towers.

"Even from our crude figures we can see a tremendous increase in the number of reports of racial incidents in schools," said Eva Sears of the Center for Democratic Renewal, a Ku Klux Klan watchdog group in Atlanta.

"We're not talking about juvenile jokes here. We're talking about something that can have a horribly, horribly vicious outcome," she said.

The number of incidents logged by the center has jumped from 14 in 1986 to 56 last year, she said.

The five point plan includes:

- Registering with the House Watch program of the South Bend Police Department.
- Storing items in local warehouses is also an option.
- Installing security devices such as deadbolt locks, light timers and alarm systems.

These items are inexpensive and easy to install.

- Checking windows to make sure they are closed and latched.
- Asking a neighbor or landlord to keep an eye on the house over break. Have the mail picked up daily and a porch and house light switched on at night.

Brendan Judge, student judicial councilman-at-large, stressed storing valuable property elsewhere. "Off-campus students are encouraged to take the time to think," he said. "Students should bring their valuables to campus if they can, or store them at a neighbor's house."

see SAFE, page 4

Associated Press

in the many cities.

See STAMP, page 4
AIDS crisis political not medical

Yet another article on AIDS! Additionally, it seems to pass without “AIDS” appearing in a headline or in casual conversations. Everyone seems to agree we should do nothing to foster the term. The latest is that young adults are living up to the current dimension of the AIDS threat is not really medical at all; rather, it’s political.

The biggest obstacle to containing the epidemic, for instance, may be its most frequent victims.

All of our efforts to far have thus been as successful as the poisons, nostrums and spells devised in the 14th century to stop the Plague. Ironically, however, the solution to the AIDS crisis may already be within our grasp, if only we would allow it. This is because like the Plague, AIDS is primarily a problem of pure hygiene. Let me give a concrete example.

Last summer when I worked as a reporter intern, I discovered that somewhere about 3 AIDS testing centers are not really so. At hospitals in particular, all cases of AIDS must be reported to the state because AIDS is a contagious disease.

It thus seems to me that there should be no reason why health agencies couldn’t use this data to trace the spread of the disease, and thus prevent carriers from continuing to multiply the number of victims.

In this way, instead of waiting for a cure that may never come, as in the case of hepatitis, we could nip the epidemic while it is still in the bud. Yet as I said before, the problem is really political, not medical. Such a solution would inevitably elicit cries against Big Brother or, let us not be sexist, Big Sister. Then, too, there would be the usual condemnations of “homophobia” and “homophobia.” So I apologize for my lack of compassion and homophobia. Let’s continue our present laissez-faire policies and let more people die.

FREE TOPPINGS!

Any Size Pizza With Unlimited Toppings For The Cheese Pizza
Price: $10.00 - $6.50

BORN TO LEAD?

HULLGEN 283-2391
5.50 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
NIGHT OAK 239-6930
239-7518

SGT Mahone or SGT Cheek
234-1817
Be All You Can Be.
ARMY RESERVE.
Housing help exists for students who look

By MARK MCLAUGHLIN
Staff Reporter

While resources currently exist in the Northeast Neighborhood for off-campus students, some feel that the Notre Dame administration could be providing more off-campus support.

"Some sort of off-campus coordinator should live and work in the Northeast Neighborhood," said Sean Coleman, councilman-at-large, last Friday at the Neighborhood Housing Service office. "They (the administration) need to give us a real on-campus presence."

The Notre Dame off-campus housing office is currently located in the Administration Building.

Coleman said that Notre Dame students have helped the neighborhood in the past through programs such as Dis-Mas House and several community projects. However, a more prominent University off-campus housing service and existing neighborhood organizations "can complement each other," Coleman said.

The Northeast Neighborhood has seen constructive input from several sources at Notre Dame, though, including Assis­tant Vice President for Student Affairs Jean Lent, Director of Community Relations James Coenner, and several student government officials, Coleman said.

Many students do not realize that local neighborhood services are also available for them, said Jake Webster, chairman of the Northeast Neighborhood Advisory Commission. "Most of the off-campus students have no idea we're here for them," he said.

The Neighborhood Housing Services office, located on Notre Dame Avenue just south of Notre Dame Apartments, offers services to all neighborhood residents. "We offer in­terest-rate loans to residents, and also do many rehabilita­tion projects over the summer," said Anne Mannix, executive director.

Housing Services also offers low-interest loans and realtor services to neighborhood residents, Mannix said.

Students can also check on landlords, housing conditions, and neighbors at the Northeast Neighborhood Center in the same building. "The people in the neighborhood really know each other," Mannix said.

New dictionary defines slang

Associated Press

MADISON, N.J. — Since the New Dictionary of Slang first publication in late 1980, it has sold more than 25,000 copies, almost a real seller by reference book standards.

The dictionary is a testament to the wit, anger and vulgarity of society and the vocabularies people adopt to identify with their peers and disassociate themselves from others.

Society couldn't exist without slang, says Robert Chapman, the New Dictionary of Slang's retired professor from Drew Univer­sity.

"Slang is more than anything else the language of rebellion and self-assertion. It's our defense against a society that almost a real off­reckon are threatening us," says the linguist. "It's a neces­sary defense of our ego as we mature, whether it's an ethnic group or teen-agers rebelling against their parents. "We live in hierarchies, and a slang which merely accepted and obeyed would be a per­manent wimp."

Chapman defines slang as a style of language that has a much stronger emotional impact than standard words. "It's really an idiom of feeling, not of sense. And the basic emotion is cockiness," he says.

Here are samples of the words and phrases that can be found in the New Dictionary of American Slang:

-Beater: the nose.
-Beegar's velvet: the tufts and shreds of dust that accumulate under furniture.
-Big noise: important news; an important person or most in­fluential person.
-Blivit: anything surp­ stress or annoying.
-Bodice-ripper: a romantic­erotic novel, especially one with a historical plot.
-Brain-fade: stupid boredom; tedious.
-Chiphead: a computer enth­ usiast.
-Cut dikes: to frolic, horse around.
-Double-bagger: a very ugly person.
-Drooly: very attractive; a person, especially a popular and attractive boy.
-Exhausted: the most immediate prob­lem of the_dictionary.
-Plain vanilla: unadorned; simple; basic.
-Ultraswoopy: very spectac­ular, glamorous style.
-Win the fur-lined bathtub: to get hip. And it is replete with whorls of dust that accumulate under furniture.
-Double minus: very much inferior, wretched.
-Zhub: a coarse person; a boorish man.
-Zod: an eccentric and ob ­noxious person; weird.
-Zool: a non-conforming per­son; a miffit.

By JANET HEROLD
News Staff

Although the United States gives about $100 million in aid to Jose Napoleon Duarte's "democratic" gov­ernment in El Salvador, the money's use is controlled by this Notre Dame graduate's military leaders, said Fel­ther Jack Martin, who has lived among El Salvador refugees for the past two years.

The El Salvador govern­ment actively pursues a dis­information campaign to deceive the world of the regime's democratic na­ture, Martin said in a lecture Friday.

United States' citizens do not realize what is going on down there, said the Maryknoll missionary. Thousands of El Salvador refugees live in refugee camps in Honduras sur­rounded by barbed wire fences, he said. Unless they are returning to El Salvador they aren't allowed to leave or they will be shot, he added.

The refugees want to return home, he said. "(They) want to go back home, to plant their crops, and to raise their children," but, they fear for their lives, Martin said.

Almost every refugee has suffered a loss of a member of their immediate family from the violence in their country, he said. These refugees look to the United States for help.

Quoting a letter from a refugee woman, Martin said, "I beg you that you help us, the life of Duarte is to kill and to torture." The El Salvador people don't need any more military sup­plies, the letter said. They need medicine, it said.

The most immediate prob­lem the refugees face right now, Martin said, is keeping international representa­tives, like Martin, in the camps. If the missionaries are forced to leave, the refugees could be subject to harsh Honduran military rule, Martin said.

The Observer / Michael Moran

The Observer / Michael Moran
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Robertson undecided on paying court costs

Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Republican presidential hopeful Pat Robertson said Sunday he hasn't decided whether to pay court costs incurred during his libel suit against a former congressman, although the payment remains a condition for dismissal of the case.

U.S. District Judge Joyce Hens Green agreed Friday to dismiss the $35 million lawsuit Robertson filed against former Rep. Paul McCluskey, R-Calif., provided the GOP candidate pay the court costs, estimated to be between $10,000 and $20,000.

"I haven't even had a chance to talk to my lawyers about it," Robertson said on NBC-TV's "Meet the Press." "I don't know what I'm going to pay Mr. McCluskey's court costs. There is a share of some very modest costs, but McCluskey was talking about $400,000 in legal fees."

Better terms of the dismissal, Robertson must pay court fees, printing costs and court reporters' fees, but not McCluskey's attorneys' fees. McCluskey said in an interview Saturday that he would file a motion or a separate suit to recover the costs he had incurred.

If Robertson rejects Green's dismissal, he must then go to court in Washington, D.C., on Tuesday to begin the trial, which was expected to last about three weeks.

Robertson said the scheduled start of the trial on Super Tuesday unfairly forces him to choose between his campaign for the GOP nomination and trying to vindicate his personal honor.
Bush stumps Dole in Missouri; Dukakis strong

Associated Press

Vice President George Bush barnstormed across Missouri on Sunday, invading Bob Dole's strongest Super Tuesday state in an apparent bid to nail down a spectacular sweep. Michael Dukakis looked strong in polls in Florida and Texas as the Democratic presidential rivals blazed away with negative commercials.

Troops may pull out, but Soviets still win

Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS: When Soviet troops withdraw from Afghanistan, as now appears likely, they will leave behind a Soviet infrastructure ensuring Moscow's influence in the strategic region once coveted by the cars.

The Soviets are training Afghan military officers. A Soviet adviser has been placed in every ministry. And 10,000 Afghan youths and kindergarten teachers are living in the Soviet Union, establishing what the Soviets hope will be lifelong ties with Moscow.

Troops may pull out, but Soviets say Moscow has lost the costly and unpopular 8-year-old war, and will leave behind a Moscow's influence in the strata-

cratic tide was flowing his way, and he picked up one very important vote - that of influential Sen. Sam Nunn of Georgia. Nunn, who was leaving for a week-long trip to the Soviet Union, said in a statement that he cast an absentee ballot for Gore because "his views come closest to my own views."

Aides to Democratic Rep. Richard Gephardt, meanwhile, already were at work trying to minimize the impact of a big Super-Tuesday success for Dukakis.

"It could be that he'll come out of Super Tuesday the front-runner," conceded one aide to the Missouri congressman. But he quickly added that Gephardt will win enough delegates to remain a healthy challenger.

Dukakis made the pilgrimage to the Plains, Ga., home of former President Jimmy Carter. Although Carter remaining neutral in the Democratic presidential race was, he said, "I think there's a great deal of compatibility between my basic attitude toward gov-

ment and that of Gov. Dukakis." The White House governor noted that both he and Dukakis had executive experi-

cence, knew how to balance a budget and how to deal with a legislature.

Irish chorus line

The Observer, March 7, 1988

The ND cheerleaders and leprechaun pose for basketball fans in formal attire. Hats were not required, but our mascot choose to adorn himself from head to toe with the luck o' the Irish.

Catholics resist communists

Associated Press

PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia--Twelve Roman Catho-

lics packed a cathedral Sunday shoo-

ting. "We want religious freedom." in a sign of growing religious resistance to the communist government.

The Mass at the St. Vitus Cathedra-
al, across the street from the home of President Gustav Husak, drew an estimated 8,000 people in one of the biggest religious services in the capital since the communist takeover in 1948.

Several dozen plainclothes security officers were posted inside and outside the cathed-

ral. Police had arrested 13 leading dissenters and religi-

ous activists on Friday, appar-

ently to prevent them from attending the Mass, and briefly detained seven other dissidents.

After the Mass, about 1,000 people gathered beneath the balcony of the residence of Car-

dinal Frantisek Tomasek. Several hundred chanted "We want bishops." "We want reli-

gious freedom," and "We want the pope."

"Long live the Holy Father," shouted the crowd outside Tomasek's residence, which adjoins the castle where Husak lives. The protesters, many of them wearing white, and massive demonstration.

The two-hour Mass was cel-

rated by Agnes, a 13th century Czech princess who is to be canonized by the Vatican later this year. The service was the culmina-

tion of a pilgrimage by Cath-

olics from the Czech lands of Bohemia and Moravia.

Theology at the University of Notre Dame

Sophomores and Freshmen

Consider a major in Theology or Theology as a second major

Come and discuss the possibilities on Tuesday, March 8 7:00-8:00 p.m. Room 341 O'Shaughnessy

CREDIT ANALYST

We are Manufacturers National Corporation, a major Detroit-based regional banking company with assets of $10 billion. Our corporation provides a wide variety of financial services to customers worldwide through its ownership of 12 banks and other banking related subsidiaries.

Due to continued growth, our lending division is seeking qualified candidates to participate in the Credit Trainee Program leading to exciting careers as Loan Officers. Qualifi-

ed candidates must possess:

- Bachelor's Degree in Accounting or Finance
- Platinum of 3 accounting courses with high academic achievement

If you are seeking a career that will offer continued growth; challenging you academically and professionally, send your resume and transcript to:

Maureen Goodle
Manufacturers Bank of Detroit
Professional Employment
411 W. Fort
Detroit, MI 48226

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/V

PUT YOUR LINGUISTIC SKILLS ON THE LINE

If you'd like to become a college graduate with a degree in a highly lucrative field, your chance to "talk" yourself into a good opportunity is here. The U.S. Army is seeking linguists, both male and female. If you successfully complete training, you'll be putting your experiences to work while earning a good salary to start, with good opportunities for future advancement, plus food, medical and dental care. It's an opportunity that could lead to several civilian career possibilities, and give you a real edge on life.

Contact your local Army Recruiter for more information. SGT Larry Holloway 234-4187 ARMY.

BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Crash hearing probes turbulence, pilot inexperience

Associated Press

DENVER - Investigators holding hearings this week on the crash of a Continental Airlines jet that killed 28 people will be looking at ice buildup on the wings, turbulence from another plane and inexperienced pilots as possible causes. Fifty-four other people were injured Nov. 15 when Flight 1713 flipped over while taking off from Stapleton Interna-

A spring touch up

Patti Losinski applies finishing touches to the freshly painted boat house as part of the ND Sailing Club’s project to prepare it for the Spring. The lakes are becoming more attractive to outdoor enthusiasts as warmer winds blow our way.

Expected Soviet protest attended by only eight

Associated Press

MOSCOW - Police detained four people and used snowplows Sunday to prevent a protest against the legacy of Josef Stalin on the 55th anniver-
sary of the dictator's death, witnesses said.

The protests said about 60 plainclothes police were on hand to prevent the protest in October Square, which is dominated by a large statue of Soviet founder Vladimir Lenin. Only about 8 people came to the square to protest.

The noon rally had been scheduled by several groups that have sprouted under the Kremlin's more liberal policy

tional Airport in a snowstorm. The aircraft, a DC-9, broke into three pieces as it slammed into a runway.

Official will question 29 wit-

nesses and survivors during a four day hearing on the crash that begins Tuesday. The in-

vestigation may also look at fire and rescue operations that followed the crash.

Engine failure has been ruled out as a contributing cause in the crash. NTSB spokesman

Ted Lojatkiewicz said Friday, "There's no evidence of mal-

function before the loss of con-

trol of the aircraft," he said.

The hearing "will not be like a courtroom case," Lojatkiewicz stressed in an inter-

view from Washington. "This is not an adversarial proceed-

ing. It is to elicf information.

There will be no finding at the end of the hearing.

A final report, he said, would probably be released around

the end of the year. NTSB board member Joseph Nall will be chairmain of the board of in-

quiry, on which three other

NTSB staff members will serve, Lojatkiewicz said.

Witnnesses, Lojatkiewicz said, included crews and air

traffic controllers, members of the flight crew, FAA representa-

tives and rescue crew mem-

bers.

"We probably will be looking

at cold weather operations, de-

icing procedures, the perfor-

mance of the DC-9, flight crew training and scheduling," he said. "We might also look at the crash fire and rescue opera-

tions."

The crash of Flight 1713, which trapped some of the vic-

tims in the wreckage for more than six hours, was the first in-

volving commercial fatalities at Stapleton in more than 26 years.

Thousands riot in Tibet for freedom from China

Associated Press

BELING - Thousands of riring Tibetans set bonfires in Lhasa's streets and several people were killed during more than 12 hours of clashes with police, according to reports reaching Beijing Sunday.

The protests were demand-

ing Tibet's independence from China. The riots came at the close of a major Buddhist fes-

tival in Tibet's capital.

The dead included one Tibetan monk and two Chinese police officers, the reports said. Calm returned late Saturday and no further vio-

lence was reported.

A Chinese television reporter who arrived Sunday in Beijing from Lhasa said he had not heard of any deaths but that an unde-

termined number of monks and police had been burned in the blazes.

It was the first anti-Chinese violence reported in Tibet since Oct. 1, when about 2,000 angry

Tibetans stormed and torched a police station and police opened fire.

Chinese authorities had consid-

ered canceling the Great Prayer Festival to prevent vi-

olence, but instead gave it heavy publicity to show the troubled

region had returned to normal.

But China also flooded Lhasa

with police, prompting many monks to boycott the festival. Attendance by pilgrims was sharply down, according to Xi-

hua News Agency's terse ac-

count Saturday. It said that an unspecified number of "agitators" attacked a police station and the office of a government-controlled Bud-

dhist association.

'Flag day' marked by beating

Associated Press

JERUSALEM - Israeli soldiers killed two Arab teen-agers Sunday and dragged an injured boy from his sick bed during violent sieges at two hospitals in the occupied territories, offi-


cials said.

Arab protestors hoisted hundreds of outlawed Pales-

tinian flags to mark a PLO-

organized "Flag Day." Arab

reports said soldiers shot and killed a donkey wearing both Palestinian and Israeli

flags.

The army said an officer and two soldiers were in-

dicted on charges of ag-

gravated assault in connec-

tion with the beating of two bound Arabs in the West Bank city of Hebron on Saturday.

The beating, which lasted more than 30 minutes, was taped by CBS News and shocked the international community of the crackdown in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, which Israel occupied after the 1967 Middle East war.

Sunday's fatalities brought to 87 the number of Palestiniens killed since vio-

lence erupted in the occu-

pied territories on Dec. 8, ac-

cording to U.N. figures.

The army said one Pales-

tinian was fatally shot in the Askar refugee camp in the West Bank about 40 miles

south of Jerusalem, but instead gave it heavy fire and rescue operations that followed the crash.

They said that an

unspecified number of

monks had been burned in the blazes.
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Tibetans stormed and torched a police station and police opened fire.
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hua News Agency's terse ac-
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FRESHMEN

CONSULTING WEEK

MARCH 6-11, 1988

An opportunity to have your last minute questions answered before you must declare your college program

See the March Freshman DEAN'S NEWSLETTER for scheduling details

DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY
A Modest Proposal to consider

Dear Editor:

In Feb. 24 Viewpoint article on "The evils of using food as a weapon," Glenn Fogarty truly exposed a major injustice in world affairs, but paradoxically attacked U.S. Catholic "justice and peace" groups, who have a major role in the famine relief in Ethiopia.

Like many conservative-minded individuals, Mr. Fogarty is enamored with the Sandinista government and misrepresents the position of these groups. Their contention is not motivated by full support for the Sandinista government, but rather by the inappropriateness or downright immorality of U.S. efforts to destabilize the government of Nicaragua by financing mercenaried war-making countries similar to those used by terrorists. The leaders of the Contras are old members of Somaza's National Guard, with whom we are openly waging wars that could be one of the weakest creatures; but associated with his kind, he works wonders."
The fact that she isn't really in a nite date for a church wedding. 

Johnny leaves for Italy to be with his dying mother for a few weeks before the wedding. 

When Johnny leaves for Italy to be with his dying mother for a few weeks before the wedding, he gives Loretta explicit directions to impress her younger brother to the ceremony in hopes of meddling bad blood between them. From then on, fate takes Loretta in a different direction from a safe, dull marriage with Johnny. 

Loretta arrives at Ronnie Cammareri's bakery to find a feisty, hot-headed young man who unexpectedly falls in love with her. 

If the moon makes you feel in strange ways? Does it awaken in you strong passions or does a full moon affect you in surprising ways? Does it cause a change in your mood, or does it influence your behavior in some way? 

The moonstruck storyline is engaging. It draws the audience into it, but not very deeply. The Italian characters and atmosphere are enjoyable, and the film as a whole is entertaining. It is light-hearted and fun. 

Some of the humorous parts are especially good. A few scenes in the Italian restaurant the Castorini family often frequents involve a man being walked out by his young dates. Later, he is drawn into the story when he joins Loretta's family for dinner. 

The final scene, occurring at the Castorini breakfast table, is enjoyable. The conflicts of the story come to a climax with light suspense and much humor. The confrontations between the characters at this meal are skillfully interwoven, yet in a way that does not make them seem very likely.

― SUSAN BUCKLEY, assistant writer, Accent

Moonstruck

Cher plays a widow who falls in love with her fiancé's younger brother in Moonstruck.
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The final scene, occurring at the Castorini breakfast table, is enjoyable. The conflicts of the story come to a climax with light suspense and much humor. The confrontations between the characters at this meal are skillfully interwoven, yet in a way that does not make them seem very likely.

― SUSAN BUCKLEY, assistant writer, Accent

Moonstruck

Cher plays a widow who falls in love with her fiancé's younger brother in Moonstruck.

If the moon makes you feel in strange ways? Does it awaken in you strong passions or does a full moon affect you in surprising ways? Does it cause a change in your mood, or does it influence your behavior in some way? 

The moonstruck storyline is engaging. It draws the audience into it, but not very deeply. The Italian characters and atmosphere are enjoyable, and the film as a whole is entertaining. It is light-hearted and fun. 

Some of the humorous parts are especially good. A few scenes in the Italian restaurant the Castorini family often frequents involve a man being walked out by his young dates. Later, he is drawn into the story when he joins Loretta's family for dinner. 

The final scene, occurring at the Castorini breakfast table, is enjoyable. The conflicts of the story come to a climax with light suspense and much humor. The confrontations between the characters at this meal are skillfully interwoven, yet in a way that does not make them seem very likely.

― SUSAN BUCKLEY, assistant writer, Accent

Moonstruck

Cher plays a widow who falls in love with her fiancé's younger brother in Moonstruck.
Japan's economic rise based on innovation

By Renee Gau
Business Writer

Dorothy Robins-Mowry, a Ph.D. in International Relations, Organization, and Law, recently spoke at Notre Dame addressing the issue of Japan's economic and social transition. "Nowadays, the word foreign means fewer and fewer things foreign. It means Japanese," said Dr. Robins-Mowry, and yet Canada and West Germany, for instance, hold more investment in the United States. By reason of the very dramatic economic role of Japan the United States cannot help but devote its attentions to Japan.

Furthermore, Robins-Mowry said that the Asian financial crisis of 1997-98 highlighted an area of economic dynamics for the next 25 to 50 years. As projected for the next two years, Japan will lead the world in international economic and political economic area, therefore, has become the focus of the world. Japan has always been a leader in the financial markets. According to Dr. Robins-Mowry, the year 1995 saw the slow but steady revival of the Japanese economy. The island people, who had experienced both the devastation of their economy and the ravages of their countryside, had only one option—regroup and build up within themselves. And completely renovated every socio-economic facet.

"Their realization was that they were not going to focus at all in the military arena, nor in the international arena. They focused their attention on an economic facet. Robins-Mowry described this learning process as a three phase system: assimilation, digestion and rejection.

"They assimilate. They take in what they think is good and improve upon it. Although Dr. Robins-Mowry is aware of all things which make Japan a 'Japan-ness'. And, they reject from that intake those things which do not suit them, making sure that Japan is completely Japanese. "

"Many of these things which Japan has used to get ahead in the world have come from America," said Robins-Mowry. "She said, "Hard work, hard study, and they develop to obligations are all characteristics which have added to the flavor of America."

When Americans search for the secret to Japan's success, therefore, they should look within themselves. "These special traits which the Japanese use today are things we (Americans) have almost forgotten, because as not being necessary... we have become flabby," said Robins-Mowry.

Robins-Mowry suggested this can be seen as America's desire to become more sensitive and aware of their international counterparts, they must also step back and attempt introspection, difficult though it may be.

Robins-Mowry also added that America in no way needs to copy Japanese ways. "I don't even know if the U.S. wants to learn from them. We should, however, pay attention to them," said Robins-Mowry.

For instance, although the Japanese are very successful, they only focus in the small arena of their own economy. Other Japanese socio-economic processes are neglected such as their standard living, their education, and their living standards. America would do itself a disservice if it emulated this or other aspects of Japanese society.

Dr. Robins-Mowry foresees a coming economic balance between the United States and Japan as both nations share increased international responsibilities. Robins-Mowry, in light of growing international ties, suggests that college students study a second language and travel as often as possible.

She hopes that the modern generations will be able to accept their responsibility of learning about an ever shrinking world.

Dividends boost portfolio

By JOHN WHOLIHAN
Business Writer

Editor's Note: This is the final installment of a series on investment opportunities available to Notre Dame students. As a service to our readers, Wall Street at Notre Dame Avenue initiated a model stock portfolio for the small investor. Four stocks were purchased: Baxter, Coca-Cola, Pacific Telesis, and Wrigley.

The stocks were chosen because they were in "recession proof" industries which were in demand because of the stock market crash in October. The intention of the model portfolio is to show how a diversified portfolio will enjoy long-term growth.

Coca-Cola has a good outlook for 1988. This company has also raised their dividend, from $.26 to $.28. Although the chart demonstrates that superior short-term results have been achieved, certain new developments have made this portfolio attractive to hold.

Baxter has raised its annual dividend (10% improvement, from $.40 to $.50). Fifty shares of Baxter will not set the portfolio $55 a year.

Pacific Telesis, the portfolio's only utility stock, recently announced a dividend raise. Pac Tel shareholders will receive $.39 per share annually, up from $.34.

Wrigley continues to be a star performer. The portfolio benefited from an extra year-end dividend of just over $.60 a share.

To each their own. But, if the full market starts again, it should be worth your while to hold these stocks.

Wall Street at N.D. Avenue

Wall Street at N.D. Avenue

Business Briefs

You Figure It Out: The stock market logically should react favorably to good economic news. At least that is what we would like to think. It is getting increasingly difficult to predict how the market will react to a new statistic or piece of information. For example, the Department of Labor announced Friday that unemployment is at an eight and a half year low of 5.7 percent, pretty good news to a market worrying over an upcoming recession. The Dow Jones Average, however, dropped 26 points by noon. Why? Traders feared that the news would cool the housing market, which is the largest, and the only race that has television coverage. And Dow Jones Average was down 42 points by noon. Why? Traders feared that the news would cool the housing market, which is the largest, and the only race that has television coverage. The relatively new Los Angeles Marathon, however, will not be undone much longer. Why not? Management and marketing expert Bill Burke, a 32 percent owner of Los Angeles Marathon Inc., is the man behind the growth of the West Coast race. The Los Angeles race is a for-profit race, unlike the other two. Burke is hoping for television coverage within the next two years. This would help finance the $14 million race budget. The owner's second goal is to model the race after the successful 1984 Olympics, which also took place in Los Angeles. There are two partners to this goal. Burke has already secured many big-name sponsors. Among them are Mercedes-Benz, Seven-Up, Pan Am, and John Hancock. In addition, Burke has arranged for thousands of locals to volunteer and assist in the race effort, similar to the Olympic plan. Of course, there will be a contract with the U.S. government to help market the race.

What does this mean to the runner? A lot of fun and sweat. What does it mean to the winner? Both the man and female winners will earn $25,000 and a Mercedes-Benz automobile. A world record will earn an additional $100,000. The Last Word: New York talent consultant Marty Blackman on the limited possibilities of U.S. Olympians gaining endorsement contracts. Bryan Boitano could do well, but "When advertisers look towards a male sports personality, what type of image do they want? Machoism. He might be perfect for a camera company, but he ain't going to do an after-shave commercial."

Business Boxers

America's Oldest Trademarks

Colgate

Jack Daniels

Chiquita Bananas

Vaseline

Coca-Cola

Source: U.S. Patent Office
Sports Briefs

LaPhonso Ellis was named first team high school All-American and Elmer Bennett was named third team All-American by Parade Magazine. Both players have shown the intent to play basketball for Notre Dame.

The Observer

Sorin Hall's Interhall basketball B'league champion after defeating Dillons 84-49 Sunday night in the A'league finals, a buzzer shot by Chris Perez gave Sanford A 2 a 50-48 win over Stanford B and forced a second game to decide the champion tonight at 11 p.m. The Observer

Interhall hockey playoffs begin tonight at the Joyce ACC see rink with facing Cavanaugh at 10:30, followed by Alumni and Off Campus at 11:45. The Observer

The women's rugby team will practice tomorrow from 10-11 p.m at Lotus. Any questions, please call Lauren (3560) or Cathy (4067). The Observer

The Fisher-Howard broomball team defended its title Saturday by defeating Morrissey twice. The Observer

Body fat testing is being offered by non-varsity athletics tomorrow at 6 p.m. in the Recreation Office at the VAC. Testing will be done on a first-come, first-served basis. Shirts and short sleeves are required. -The Observer

Aerobic instructor applications are now available at non-varsity athletics for 1988-89. Interested students should submit their applications to Elke at 290-6400 for more information. -The Observer

Triv ia Night returns to "Speaking of Sports" tomorrow on WPII. Hosted by the entire Interhall sports staff will take at 239-6400 from 10-11 p.m. -The Observer

ND basketball against Hardin-Simmons will be broadcast by WPII tonight. Frank Mastro and Kevin Herbert will call the play-by-play beginning at 7 p.m. -The Observer

Sports Briefs are accepted in writing Sunday through Friday in The Observer in the offices of third floor of the Lafortune Student Center before 3 p.m. on the day prior to publication. -The Observer

Classifieds
Irish cap season of fast improvement

By GREG GUFFEY
Sports Writer

The men's swimming team capped a season marked with success and improvement last weekend with a fourth-place finish in the Midwest Independent Invitational Championships.

The Irish tallied 399 points in the meet. Western Kentucky won with 555 points followed by Southwest Missouri State at 458.5 and Western Illinois at 423.

The 399-point total for the Irish showed just how far the team came this year. At last year's meet, Notre Dame scored 170 points and finished ninth.

"We're really pleased with how we swam," Irish coach Tim Welsh said. "Part way through the meet last year we thought we were knocking on the door, swimming in the consolation finals. This year we expected to be in the championships."

"What was especially exciting was that our best day was our last day. We think the last meet of the season is also the first meet of next season."

Freshman Paul Godfrey led the Irish efforts with two first-place finishes. He won the 500 freestyle Thursday and the 1650 freestyle Saturday. Both swims were University records.

"Our objective was to swim a fast meet and do our best job," Welsh said. "Then we would let the results take care of themselves. Paul did just that. It was two great swims for him. The fact that he was first in both made it that much better."

The other first place went to Jim Byrne in the 200 backstroke, setting another University record. The night before Western Kentucky took four of the top five places in the 100 backstroke. Byrne downed all four of those swimmers in the 200.

The success of this year's team began with a home contest against Alabama, the first of the season. Welsh said it was the stepping stone for the rest of the year.

"Alabama won every event," Welsh said. "But it opened our eyes early in the season to a faster level of swimming. It was an educational and positive experience."

That positive meet carried over to the National Catholic Invitational Championships held in December. The Irish finished second to national power Villanova and gave a signal that better times were definitely ahead.

"We came back in December and proved that we were going to be a very fast, sported team," Welsh said. "The results at the National Catholics lasted all season long."

Notre Dame downed St. Bonaventure for the first time in five years in capping a 13-3 dual-meet record. Other impressive showings were first in the Midwest Collegiate Conference Championships and fourth last weekend.

"We had a wonderful year," Welsh said, in perhaps something of an understatement.

Irish

continued from page 16

to Northern Iowa's Kurt Shedenhelm. Layton pinned Southwest Missouri State's Danny Fransco and decisioned Chicago State's Rodney Johnson before falling to another Panther wrestler, Pat Hogan. And Gerardi edged Tim Coco of Northern Illinois 7-5 before losing to yet a third Panther wrestler, Chris Lember, in the finals.

Promotions announced

Observer Staff Report

The Observer sports department announces the following promotions effective March 21 for the 1988-89 publishing year:

- Theresa Kelly, a sophomore from Rochester, Ill., has been appointed Assistant Sports Editor. Kelly is currently a sports copy editor.
- Steve Megargee, a sophomore from Tallahassee, Fla., has been appointed Assistant Sports Editor. Megargee is currently a sports copy editor.
- Greg Guffy, a freshman from New Castle, Ind., has been chosen to be a sports copy editor. Guffy is currently a sports writer.

Indiana takes two from Irish

Special to The Observer

The Notre Dame baseball team lost a doubleheader at the hands of Indiana University on Sunday, by scores of 10-1 and 7-4.

Hoosier ace Eric Jaques held the Irish to just two hits in the first seven-inning game. His team backed him up with four home runs by four different players.

Senior Kevin Chenail, 9-1, took the loss for the 1-5 Irish.

The Hoosiers won the second game when John Wehner belted a two-out grand slam in the bottom of the fifth inning to erase a 4-2 Irish lead. The shot tagged Brian Piotrowicz with the loss.

Notre Dame started quickly in game two, scoring three runs in the first inning. Dan Pelletier had an RBI-double and Tim Hutson followed with a long two-run homer to right-center field.

But Indiana responded with single runs in the second and third innings. Notre Dame also added one in the third.

Hutson has three home runs and 13 RBI in six games for the Irish.

Friday's game between Notre Dame and Indiana State was cancelled because of snow.

Promotions announced

Observer Staff Report

The Observer sports department announces the following promotions effective March 21 for the 1988-89 publishing year:

- Theresa Kelly, a sophomore from Rochester, Ill., has been appointed Assistant Sports Editor. Kelly is currently a sports copy editor.
- Steve Megargee, a sophomore from Tallahassee, Fla., has been appointed Assistant Sports Editor. Megargee is currently a sports copy editor.
- Greg Guffy, a freshman from New Castle, Ind., has been chosen to be a sports copy editor. Guffy is currently a sports writer.
Stevenston rejects slump

By GREG GUFFEY
Sports Writer

With 7:34 to play in the first half of Notre Dame's 72-50 victory over Marquette Saturday, Mark Stevenson was on the resounding return to the Irish lineup.

As was Stevenston, in the midst of a multi-game slump, who set up his own opportunity. The junior forward had a pass deflected at the top of the key, as did partner Trevor Powell seemed headed for a dunk to cap the fast break. Then, down the court from nowhere. He skied above the rim and swatted Powell's layaway away with a force that could probably be measured on the Richter scale.

It was the only blocked shot of the day for the Irish, but it brought back a total of 29 shots to fire.

"I think that sooner or later I was going to break out of the slump," Stevenston said. "I've been a part of this team for three years and my job is to score. I hadn't been doing that, and I felt like I was letting the team down."

Irish coach Digger Phelps also knew it was only a matter of time before Stevenston returned to his old form.

"As I said last week, he's due and Sean's (Conner) due. War­plode," Phelps said. "I think Mark did today. That was something he needed to get his confidence going. I think we need to give them positive rein­forcement and just stay with him and them and know sooner or later that if they are going to shoot, they're going to hit it now. It's just a matter of maintaining that consistency."

With Stevenston in the slump, Phelps opted to start Jamere Jackson at forward and use Stevenston off the bench in a supporting role. It was a move Stevenston understood.

"Basically I wasn't hitting my shot," Stevenston said. "We needed somebody that was shooting pretty well and that would get us off to a good start. Jamere did that well for us. I just came off the bench and played my role."

"It just helped me. That's the kind of thing we have on this team. If somebody lets down, there's always somebody behind you to pick up the slack. If you want to play, you're going to have to go out there and work just as hard as him.

Along with Stevenston, David Rivers also broke out of a slump Saturday. In the early stages of the second half Rivers and Stevenston were two­man show of basketball per­fection. They scored 14 points in Notre Dame's 17-8 spurt that gave the Irish a 54-33 lead, with Stevenston twice capped fast breaks with layins from the as­sists of Rivers.

"I think when we made those shots the way we were supposed to, that we can compete with just about anyone," Stevenston said. "With Joe Fredrick coming into his own and making his shots like he is, that makes it even tougher for opponents. With Gary (Voce) and (Robinson) at the post, you can't ask for anything more than that."

"That was a key factor," Rivers said of Stevenston breaking out of the slump. "When he comes through, that makes it a lot easier on the other guys. We can become a very good team when we're at our best."

And with the NCAA tournament looming on the horizon, Steven­ston has no doubt that he can maintain his revived level of play.

"I don't think it's going to be any problem keeping my rhythm going," he said. "I've got all my confidence back and all I have to do is play like I know I can play. I won't fall into another slump."

Saturday's Results

Notre Dame 72, Marquette 50

Marquette (0-2) 72 - 21

Fredrick 29 6-12 1-2 8 4 13

O'Brien 24 9-16 5-9 16 6 22

McNeil 20 7-10 0-0 2 2 2

Foley 19 7-10 1-6 6 2 12

Robinson 18 6-10 1-4 2 2 14

Voce 15 5-8 0-3 0 0 0

Sandreuter 14 4-7 0-0 5 3 7

Schafer 11 3-7 0-0 1 1 4

Rivers 10 3-10 0-0 2 2 6

Patten 8 3-5 0-0 0 0 0

Pet 8 2-3 1-2 0 0 10

Powell 8 2-3 0-0 0 0 8

Foley 7 2-3 1-2 7 0 7

Pet 0-0 0-0 0 0 0

Total 72 22 10 1 1 29

Notre Dame (18-9) 50

Rivers 26 9-13 1-4 7 4 11

O'Brien 24 9-16 1-6 6 6 22

McNeil 20 7-10 0-0 2 2 2

Foley 19 7-10 1-6 6 2 12

Robinson 18 6-10 1-4 2 2 14

Voce 15 5-8 0-3 0 0 0

Sandreuter 14 4-7 0-0 5 3 7

Schafer 11 3-7 0-0 1 1 4

Rivers 10 3-10 0-0 2 2 6

Patten 8 3-5 0-0 0 0 0

Pet 8 2-3 1-2 0 0 10

Powell 8 2-3 0-0 0 0 8

Total 50 21 9 1 1 17

Marquette (0-2) - 21

Fredrick 29 6-12 1-2 8 4 13

O'Brien 24 9-16 5-9 16 6 22

McNeil 20 7-10 0-0 2 2 2

Foley 19 7-10 1-6 6 2 12

Robinson 18 6-10 1-4 2 2 14

Voce 15 5-8 0-3 0 0 0

Sandreuter 14 4-7 0-0 5 3 7

Schafer 11 3-7 0-0 1 1 4

Rivers 10 3-10 0-0 2 2 6

Patten 8 3-5 0-0 0 0 0

Pet 8 2-3 1-2 0 0 10

Powell 8 2-3 0-0 0 0 8

Total 21 1 4-13 1 20

The Observer / Mike Moran

FREE!
A Rainbow of Toppings

Celebrate St. Patrick's Day with our "Pot O' Gold," and we'll provide the "Rainbow".

Select any one of our delicious toppings at no charge when you enjoy our gourmet frozen yogurt (cups and spoons only). It's smooth, creamy and delightful, with half the calories and 50% less fat than premium ice cream.

open 7 days a week 11:00-10

For phone orders, please call 219-929-0090.

The Observer / Mike Moran

CARNIVAL Information

HILDCARE NEED

MONDAY, March 7, 1988
By DENNIS CORRIGAN
Sports Editor

When Notre Dame squares off against Hardin-Simmons Monday night (7:20, WGN), the game will have two themes, farewell and revenge.

Monday night, the Irish will be saying goodbye to their seniors—Danny Rivers, Gary Voce, Chris Nanni and Steve Nicgorski—in their final home regular-season game.

On the revenge side stand the Cowboys—Hardin-Simmons plays in the Trans America Conference, home of fellow bigtime basketball teams Arkansas-Little Rock, a team that stunned Notre Dame and the nation two seasons ago in the first round of the NCAA Tournament 90-83. Don't think that's not on Notre's side game. He's led these straight trips to the NCAA Tournament after a three-year drought and are on the verge of another.

Rivers has scored 1,905 total points in his career and stands third on the Irish career scoring chart behind Austin Carr (3,690) and Adrian Dantley (3,233). Should he get eight points against the Cowboys, he would become one of the third player in Notre Dame history to score 2,000 points.

Rivers stands first in career free-throw percentage at .83 percent, assists with 558 and steals with 181. His 367 free throws made this season are second on the Irish career free-throw list with 465. His 203 attempts stand second in both categories. His 17.3 career scoring average is ninth all-time.

"David Rivers has been a model of development for the Irish. After seeing limited action his first two seasons, Voce has become an integral part of the Irish in his senior year. He's the last of the rebonding last season with 200 points and 113 rebounds. This season behind Keith Robinson's 180. His 10.8 scoring average is fourth all-time. He's fourth on the Irish career blocked shots list with 36 behind Tim Kempter's 40.

Nicgorski has been a walk-on for the Irish for three years and probably the biggest fan favorites at the end of games. He beat the Irish in the Big East closing losses on the Irish in his last game.

Notre Dame has not lost a regular-season home finale in 15 years. Their last loss in a home finale was a 76-70 loss to Villanova in the 1981-82 season, Phelps first at the helm.

Player dies after game
Associated Press
BUFFALO, N.Y. Jeff Taggart, 21, Canisius College basketball player who suffered a seizure as he sat on the bench Saturday during a game against Niagara, died of cardiac arrest just as he entered a local hospital's emergency room, according to the team physician.

This season he started in 14 of Canisius' 22 games and was averaging 7.9 points and 1.9 rebounds a game.

He was 6-4 from the floor in his playing time Saturday night but led Canisius in scoring in his playing time Saturday night. The Golden Griffins lost 70-61.

College basketball rundown
Associated Press
Jerome Lane led Pitt to an early lead and the Panthers held on to beat Syracuse 85-84 in the regular-season Big East title Sunday as the college basketball season wound down to conference showdowns and postseason tournaments.

Lane had 18 of his 29 points before halftime and also finished with 15 rebounds for Pitt which scored 10 straight points after the Orange had taken a 2-0 lead and led by 14 with about five minutes in the second half before Syracuse whittled away at the lead.

Rony Seikaly finally tied the score at 79, but Charles Smith had his mind on the win and "two free throws in the final two minutes to secure the victory for the seventh-ranked Panthers, 12-1 in the Big East and 24-overall. It gave them the first seed in the Big East tournament, which begins in New York on Thursday. The 12th-ranked Orange, who beat Pitt which scored straight NCAA trip; Southern to Princeton, beat No. 5 North Carolina for the second time this season, 94-81. No. 10 North Carolina A&T, which hosts the Trans Atlantic Conference title.


On Saturday, the NCAA tournament got its first five qualifiers, including second-ranked Purdue, which clinched the Big Ten title with an 86-87 win over Michigan. Also gaining entry were Cor correct; 2-0 win over Michigan, which is last year's national runner-up, finished 11-5 in the conference, 22-4 overall, and will be the second seed.

In other games Sunday, No. 9 Duke beat 12 Temple 79-58 and 12 Pittsburgh, who beat No. 16 Maryland 70-61.


On Saturday, the NCAA tournament got its first five qualifiers, including second-ranked Purdue, which clinched the Big Ten title with an 86-87 win over Michigan. Also gaining entry were Coral A&T in the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference, Southern to Princeton, beat No. 5 North Carolina for the second time this season, 94-81. No. 10 North Carolina A&T, which hosts the Trans Atlantic Conference title.

Six successfully defend Bengal Bouts titles

By MARV MASTRO
Sports Writer

History repeated itself Friday night at Stepan Center as six boxers successfully defended their titles at the finals of the 8th annual Bengal Bouts. Leading the way was Boxing Club President Kevin "The Vigilante" Duggan, who outlasted Tim "T-Bone" Reardon in the Junior Welterweight division, winning by a split decision to defend his title.

Reardon, whose father, Tim, was a four-time champ, effectively used a stick-and-move attack to befuddle Duggan in the first round. "My corner always come out and take it right to a guy," said Duggan, "And I was taking it to Tim, but he would catch me with a combination and then he'd move. It was frustrating me."

However, it was Duggan who ended the fight by relentlessly pursuing Reardon around the ring. Duggan's style is similar to his father's, those move-creatures that keeps on coming, no matter how hard you try to stop it.

"My corner man, Andy Panelli, told me in the second round to get up and move to take it to him," said Duggan. Duggan's hard work paid dividends in the third round as he was able to land a pair of lefts to the liver against a tired Reardon, swinging the fight in his favor.

"I was able to box a stop to and throw jabs," said Duggan, "I have to really change the guy and wear him out."

Junior Mike "High" Noone wrapped up his third straight championship when Junior Troy "The Light Weight" Canavan was more than happy to answer the bell at the start of the second round in their Lightweight bout. Duncan's injured right shoulder prevented him from coming on strong. Noone spent the summer in South Bend training at the professional gym with NABP Junior Welterweight champion Harold "Hartigan" Hartigan.

"I think it helped me a lot, confidence-wise," said Noone, "I think my ability improved greatly since the last year. This year's goal is to improve every year even if I don't win. I'll be pretty happy with myself if I've improved over the last year."

Noone can become only the fifth boxer in history to reign as a four-time champ if he is victorious next year. Meanwhile, Junior Tim "TH" Hartigan was more than happy with his defense of the Lightweight crown, a unanimous decision over junior Mike "Canavan" Canavan. Hartigan used a stinging jab to keep Canavan off balance the entire fight. When Canavan worked past the jab, the right hand of Hartigan was waiting for him.

"Mike (Noone) helped me out to move to move and connect my jab," said Hartigan, "The first couple of fights I was standing toe-toe and exchanging jabs with my opponent. Today, I was able to twist down and under and get in to throw combinations from the inside."

Hartigan was in the entire fight and impressed the 3,136 in attendance with his fluid technique.

"I try to keep busy. Sean (McCormick) says one of the most important things is to keep busy and never be content with the way you boxing and try to set the pace," said Hartigan, "Whenever there was a break I tried to be the aggressor and move in."

Also retaining his belt was senior Dan "The Anchor Man" Gamache with a unanimous decision over former three-time Junior "Murph" Murphy in the Super Middleweight division. Gamache, who suffered a cut in the second round, fought back in the third round with a fierce flurry that dared Murphy.

Senior Greg "Skin" Rowe captured a second Super Cruiserweight title by winning a unanimous-decision victory over John Showell. The gutsy Showell received his share of punishment from Rowe's move-creatures that keeps on coming, no matter how hard you try to stop it.

"The final boxer to repeat in the second round was Greg Rowan, junior, who outlasted lightweight Panos "The Terminator" Tsalopoulos (right). Rowe eventually won his match in a unanimous decision, while Uhll was declared the winner when the fight was stopped in the second round.

In the super curserweight division, John Showell lands a left jab on Greg "Skin" Rowe (top). And in the heavyweight division, John Uhll forces back Panos "The Terminator" Tsalopoulos (right). Rowe eventually won his match in a unanimous decision, while Uhll was declared the winner when the fight was stopped in the second round.

One of the highlights of this year's Bouts was outside of the ring. Muhammad Ali, the former three-time Heavyweight champion took in the action from his ring side seat. Ali's association with the Bouts dates back to his friendship with Bouts founder, the late Dominic "Nappy" Napolitano.
The Observer

**Campus**

**Monday**

4:20 p.m. Physics Colloquium "Quantum Chromodynamics and the Phenomenology of Hadronic Process at High Energies," by Cheung-Ryong Ji, North Carolina State University. Room 118 Nieuwland Science Hall


**Dinner Menus**

Notre Dame
- Grilled Pastrami & Swiss
- Sandwich
- Pettucini Alfredo
- Southern Fried Chicken
- Sweet & Sour Pork

Saint Mary's
- Breaded Pork Cutlets with Gravy
- Lasagna
- Potato Pancakes
- Deli Bar

**Question:** How do you reach over 12,000 people daily?

**Answer:** Buy Observer ad space. Call 239-6900.

Observer classifieds will be accepted from 9am-3pm M-F at the Observer offices, 314 LaFortune.

**Dorm City**

**The Daily Crossword**

**ACROSS**
1. Curriculum unit
7. Serene
11. Beetle
14. Plunder
15. Hauboy
16. "Got a Secret"
17. Emitters
18. Lowdown
19. Sandwich type
20. Shy
21. Unfortunate
24. Giddon
26. Dizzy
27. Dally
30. Explosive
32. Diamond
33. Rep's foe
34. Eng. city
37. Assistant
40. Get shipping magnate
42. Some horse-shoe toosses
44. Me Barnett
45. Printing type
47. Wernher
50. Take to court
51. Crinkled fabric
53. Thin linen
55. Hackneyed
57. Elite
59. Bank money: abbr.
60. Dims
65. Rep. worker
67. Golden globe
68. Table scrap
69. Golf club
70. Born
71. "Norma"...
72. Appendages
73. Swiss style
74. Allen: pref.
75. Bank workers
76. Lair
77. Dregs
78. Smell
79. Allen
80. Full
81. Dings
82. Give back
83. Frontiersmen
87. Over
88. Grief
89. Golf club
90. Some horse-shoe tosses
91. - broil
92. "Norma"--
93. City
94. Confidence
95. After
96. Dances
97. - in.
98. Whose
99. Extra
100. Officer
101. Photographer
102. - broil
103. - in.
104. - in.
105. - in.
106. - in.
107. - in.
108. - in.
109. - in.
110. - in.
111. - in.
112. - in.
113. - in.
114. - in.
115. - in.
116. - in.
117. - in.
118. - in.
119. - in.
120. - in.
121. - in.
122. - in.
123. - in.
124. - in.
125. - in.
126. - in.
127. - in.
128. - in.
129. - in.
130. - in.
131. - in.
132. - in.
133. - in.
134. - in.
135. - in.
136. - in.
137. - in.
138. - in.
139. - in.
140. - in.
141. - in.
142. - in.
143. - in.
144. - in.
145. - in.
146. - in.
147. - in.
148. - in.
149. - in.
150. - in.
151. - in.
152. - in.
153. - in.
154. - in.
155. - in.
156. - in.
157. - in.
158. - in.
159. - in.
160. - in.
161. - in.
162. - in.
163. - in.
164. - in.
165. - in.
166. - in.
167. - in.
168. - in.
169. - in.
170. - in.
171. - in.
172. - in.
173. - in.
174. - in.
175. - in.
176. - in.
177. - in.
178. - in.
179. - in.
180. - in.
181. - in.
182. - in.
183. - in.
184. - in.
185. - in.
186. - in.
187. - in.
188. - in.
189. - in.
190. - in.
191. - in.
192. - in.
193. - in.
194. - in.
195. - in.
196. - in.
197. - in.
198. - in.
199. - in.
200. - in.

**DOWN**
1. Stuff
2. Apes
3. Sword
4. Small
5. locomotive
7. Inventor
8. Remark
9. Busy as a bee
10. Of the mind
11. Not accept as true
12. Egg
13. Insurgent
14. Sweets
15. Adhered of a Christian priest
16. Table scrap
17. Golf club
18. Small
19. Style
21. Bank workers
22. Let fall
23. Serf of old
24. Fur
26. Seasons
27. Appendages
28. Swiss style
29. Free
30. Bank worker
31. 12
32. Defendants in Roman law
33. Let fall
34. Serf of old
35. Fur
36. Free
37. Boot country
38. Let fall
39. Boot country
40. Boot country
41. Fur
42. Book man: abbr.
43. Fur
44. Fur
45. Fur
46. Seasons
47. Fur
48. Fur
49. Former Eur. kingdom
50. Give back
51. Teacher
52. Fur
53. Teacher
54. "Norma" e.g.
55. Teacher
56. Boot country
57. Boot country
58. Rope
59. Cross
60. Rose
61. Tea Shoppe
62. Br. prison
63. Capitol Hill
64. Teacher
65. Teacher
66. Teacher
67. Card
68. Game
69. Game
70. Game
71. Game
72. Game
73. Game
74. Game
75. Game
76. Game
77. Game
78. Game
79. Game
80. Game
81. Game
82. Game
83. Game
84. Game
85. Game
86. Game
87. Game
88. Game
89. Game
90. Game
91. Game
92. Game
93. Game
94. Game
95. Game
96. Game
97. Game
98. Game
99. Game
100. Game
101. Game
102. Game
103. Game
104. Game
105. Game
106. Game
107. Game
108. Game
109. Game
110. Game
111. Game
112. Game
113. Game
114. Game
115. Game
116. Game
117. Game
118. Game
119. Game
120. Game
121. Game
122. Game
123. Game
124. Game
125. Game
126. Game
127. Game
128. Game
129. Game
130. Game
131. Game
132. Game
133. Game
134. Game
135. Game
136. Game
137. Game
138. Game
139. Game
140. Game
141. Game
142. Game
143. Game
144. Game
145. Game
146. Game
147. Game
148. Game
149. Game
150. Game
151. Game
152. Game
153. Game
154. Game
155. Game
156. Game
157. Game
158. Game
159. Game
160. Game
161. Game
162. Game
163. Game
164. Game
165. Game
166. Game
167. Game
168. Game
169. Game
170. Game
171. Game
172. Game
173. Game
174. Game
175. Game
176. Game
177. Game
178. Game
179. Game
180. Game
181. Game
182. Game
183. Game
184. Game
185. Game
186. Game
187. Game
188. Game
189. Game
190. Game
191. Game
192. Game
193. Game
194. Game
195. Game
196. Game
197. Game
198. Game
199. Game
200. Game

**Comics**

**Bloom County**

**Calvin and Hobbes**

**Far Side**

**Berke Breathed**

**Gary Larson**

**SUB presents Phantasm**

8:00 & 10:00 pm

$2.00

Wednesday and Thursday

Cushing Auditorium
Irish explode past Warriors

By DENNIS CORRIGAN
Sports Editor

Notre Dame head coach Dig­ger Phelps said before Satur­day’s game with Marquette that the Irish were due to ex­plode. It took the fuse just over four minutes to burn before the Irish did, and when they did, it was like a nuclear bomb hit the Warriors. Tied at four with 15:32 left to play in the first half, Notre Dame went on a 10-0 run and never looked back from there. The Irish proceeded to shell Marquette 27-30 in their most balanced performance of the season. Five players, including four starters, in double figures, as the Irish shot 34-of­64 (53 percent) for the game.

“If we were due to get hot, and we did today,” Phelps said. “We just went out and shot the ball well today which is something we hadn’t done against Marquette.”

David Rivers paced the at­ack with 30 points. Mark Stevenson had 12 points and nine rebounds, Gary Voce added 11 and Jamere Jackson, who returned to the starting lineup in place of Stevenson had 10.

Notre Dame simply over­whelmed the undermanned Warriors who had only nine players on their bench. The Irish hammered them on the boards 42-29 and outstretched them all around. Marquette didn’t help its own cause, shoot­ing 24-of-61 (39 percent for the game).

“I thought we played pretty hard, but what hurts us was they have too many athletes,” said Dukiet, whose squad dropped 18-17 on the year. “I think we did play hard and quick, but we played against athletes who run circles around us.”

“We missed a ton of layups,” Dukiet commented. “We cer­tainly have no one like Rivers who’s a great player.”

Revenge is sweet as Irish capture ACHA crown

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Sports Writer

DEARBORN, Mich.—Throughout the Cinderella season of the Notre Dame hockey team, the University of Michigan-Dearborn kept ring­ing the midnight bell.

When the Irish won eight games in a row early this season, Dearborn stopped the streak. When Notre Dame fol­lowed that up with a 14-game winning streak, the Wolves ended that streak. The Notre Dame seniors had never beaten the Wolves at Dearborn in six tries.

Clearly it was time for revenge.

On Saturday night, the revenge, as well as the Amer­ican Collegiate Hockey Associ­ation tournament title, belonged to the Irish. Notre Dame (27-4-2) aces Dear­born 5-2 in the tournament final, after beating Lake Forest (12-13-1) by a score of 9-3 on Friday. The Irish held a 10-1-1 record last season, and this year’s turnaround featured the best record in Notre Dame hockey history.

“This is the culmination of a very rewarding season for us,” said first-year Irish coach Ric Schafer. “We’ll take this win, save it and savor the season for the rest of our lives.”

“It’s a season we’ll remem­ber. Years from now when we’re rocking in rocking chairs, we can say, ‘We had one hell of a season that year.’“

Playing without the services of injured forwards Bruce Kuehl and John Welch, the Irish still waited no time in taking an early lead. Junior goalie Tom Smith’s slap shot 25 seconds into the game went past goalie Mike Klawonn to give Notre Dame a 2-0 lead.

Later in the period, senior captain Mike McNeill extended the lead. After stealing the puck, McNeill skated to the right side of the crease and made it 2-0 at 16:17 of the opening period.

But this game was not to be a runaway. Just 37 seconds after McNeill’s goal, a sliding Ron Duda scored a power play goal that had the partisan crowd oohing and ahh­ing.

“Dearborn’s a great hockey team,“ said Schafer. “We had to play our best game and have outstanding goaltending to win.”

Notre Dame kept the mo­mentum in its favor when Bob Bilston’s score made it 3-1 game 3:06 into the second peri­od. Dearborn wasn’t about to cry foul, however, and Duda drove down the left side to score his second goal of the evening, the crowd again came to life.

The Irish continued to hold the 2-2 lead at the end of two periods.

“I didn’t feel all that comfort­able after two periods,” said Schafer. “My feeling was whoever scored the next goal was going to win the hockey game.”

Irish take 2nd in region; six quality for finals

By PAT KEARNS
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame wrestling team finished second out of ten teams at the 1988 Western Regional Wrestling Championships held Friday and Satur­day at the Joyce ACC, finishing behind only fifth-ranked Northern Iowa.

The Irish were good enough to send six wrestlers to the NCAA Champion­ships, one less than the Panthers’ seven qualifiers. Andy Radaben, Jerry Dursos, Ron Winiweski, Todd Layton Mark Gerard and Chris Geneser all qualified for the finals to be held March 17-19 at Ames, Iowa.

“We’re extremely pleased,” said McCann. “Six kids is the most we’ve ever qualified. It’s our best showing ever.”

Dursos was named Co-Most Outstanding Wrestler of the tournament along with Northern Iowa’s Kurt Sheden­helm. Dursos, at 154 pounds, was in ex­cellent form on both days. The junior stayed in the winners’ bracket by pin­ning Illinois State’s Micky March­cenes at 2:27, deciding Southwest Mis­souri’s Doug Smith 17-4, and pinning Jon Anderson of Drake at 2:32 to win his weight class.

At 177 pounds, junior Chris Geneser of the Irish also grabbed his way through the winners’ bracket to prove to be the best in his weight class. Geneser outmatched Drake’s Rod Lyman 15-2, edging Northern Iowa’s Doug Downs 10-7, and overcame an ankle injury to oustcore Northern Ili­nois’ Anton Kosakiewicz 18-6.

The other Irish wrestler to win his bracket was Andy Radabenhausen at 118 pounds. The sophomore beat Scott Swanson of Northern Illinois 4-2 in a tech­nical fall, took Drake’s Vance Light 14- 5, and defeated Craig Sere of Eastern Illinois 7-4 for the title.

Notre Dame’s three other advancing wrestlers are Ron Winiweski at 142 pounds, Todd Layton at 159 pounds, and Mark Gerard at 158 pounds.

Winiweski outscored Drake’s Mike Ostender and Eastern Illinois’ Dave Marlow before losing on a technical fall.
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